Easy Environments: Space

Product Information

- Required Products: None

Easy Environments: Space offers a big variety of custom-made planet billboards and starfields which you can mix together.
It includes 13 fantasy planets, Mars, Venus and 10 starfields. Each planet has a mirrored preload as well.

The Starfield textures come at a 12.000×6.000 resolution. The Planets are rendered at 6.000×6.000.

Each Planet preload loads:
- The Planet
- Two Moons
- Sun
- Lensflare

Lighting matching the planet billboard (Daz Studio only, Poser has extra lighting preloads)

All elements are bound to center nodes which you can use to rotate (move) them along the starfield.

The set is quite flexible, you can quickly scale it’s parts or change a planet’s brightness or tone through ambient/emissive color.

Easy Environments: Space supports Iray, 3Delight, and Poser.

Additional info and tips: FMEE Space Info

Product Notes

Installation Packages

Below is a list of the installation package types provided by this product. The name of each package contains a Package Qualifier (WIP), which is used as a key to indicate something about the contents of that package.

- [1 DS]
- [1 Ps]

[ ] = Optional, depending on target application(s)

Not all installation packages provide files that are displayed to the user within the interface of an application. The packages listed below, do. The application(s), and the location(s) within each application, are shown below.

Easy Environments: Space DS

- You can find new icons for loading this product in the following DAZ Studio Folders:
  - “Environments:FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space:FMEE Space 3DL”
  - “Environments:FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space:FMEE Space Iray”
Easy Environments: Space

You can find new icons for this product in the following DAZ Studio Categories:
- "Environments:Landscape"
- "Environments:Skydome"
- "Render-Settings:Iray"
- "Weblinks"

Easy Environments: Space Ps

You can find new icons for loading this product in the following Poser Libraries:
- Light: "FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space"
- Props: "FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space:EES Planets Default"
- Props: "FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space:EES Planets Mirrored"
- Props: "FM_EasyEnvironments:FMEE Space:EES Starfields"

Additional Details

More info can be obtain from FMEE Space Info

Below is a list of files provided by the Easy Environments: Space product.

DS

Easy Environments: Space DS

Content:
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Center Moon01 P01 (Orbit)/OrbitHandle_994.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Center Moon01 P01 (Orbit)/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Center Sun P01 (Orbit)/OrbitHandle_994.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Center Sun P01 (Orbit)/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/LensFlare P01/EES Planet01 SA70_14.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/LensFlare P01/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Moon01 P01 SA80/PlanetBB_4.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Moon01 P01 SA80/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Planet01 SA80/PlanetBB_4.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/Planet01 SA80/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/SkyS Stars01 Dense/FMSkySphere_1986.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/SkyS Stars01 Dense/UV Sets/Flipmode/Base/default.dsf
- /data/Flipmode/FMEE Space/SunBB P01/SunBB_8.dsf
3DL/FMEES Planet08B M 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet09 M 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet09 M 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet09B M 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet09B M 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet10 M 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet10 M 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet11 M Mars 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet11 M Mars 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet12 M Venus 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Planets Mirrored 3DL/FMEES Planet12 M Venus 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES !Load All Starfields 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES !Load All Starfields 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield01 Dense 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield01 Dense 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield02 Mid 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield02 Mid 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield03 Clusters 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield03 Clusters 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield04 Nebula 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield04 Nebula 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield05 Nebula 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield05 Nebula 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield06 Nebula 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield06 Nebula 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield07 Nebula 3DL.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space 3DL/EES Starfields 3DL/FMEES Starfield07 Nebula 3DL.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet07 M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet07B M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet07B M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet08 M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet08 M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet08B M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet08B M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet09 M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet09 M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet09B M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet09B M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet10 M Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet10 M Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet11 M Mars Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet11 M Mars Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet12 M Venus Iray.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Planets Mirrored Iray/FMEES Planet12 M Venus Iray.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield01 Dense Iray RenderS.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield01 Dense Iray RenderS.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield02 Mid Iray RenderS.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield02 Mid Iray RenderS.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield03 Clusters Iray RenderS.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield03 Clusters Iray RenderS.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield04 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield04 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
- /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield04 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
Environment)/FMEES Starfield05 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield05 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield06 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield06 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield07 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield07 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield08 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield08 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield09 Nebula Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield09 Nebula Iray RenderS.png
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield10 MW Iray RenderS.duf
  - /Environments/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/FMEE Space Iray/EES Starfields Iray (RS Environment)/FMEES Starfield10 MW Iray RenderS.png
  - /Runtime/Support/DAZ_3D_54509_Easy_Environments_Space.dsa
  - /Runtime/Support/DAZ_3D_54509_Easy_Environments_Space.dsx
  - /Runtime/Support/DAZ_3D_54509_Easy_Environments_Space.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_LensFlare01.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_LensFlare01Alpha.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Moon_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Moon_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Moon_310.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_OrbitHandle.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_OrbitHandle_Alpha.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet01_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet02_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet03_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet04_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet05_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet06_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet06_Alpha.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet07_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet07B_305.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet08_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet08B_310.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet09_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet09B_310.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet09C_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet10_250.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet11Mar_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet12Ven_100.jpg
  - /Runtime/Textures/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMSpace/EES_Planet_Alpha.jpg
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Ps

Easy Environments: Space Ps

- Content:
  - /Runtime/Geometries/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEESpace/FMS_LensFlare.obj
  - /Runtime/Geometries/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEESpace/FMSkySphere.obj
  - /Runtime/Geometries/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEESpace/OrbitHandle.obj
  - /Runtime/Geometries/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEESpace/PlanetBB.obj
  - /Runtime/Geometries/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEESpace/SunBB.obj
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA200 Default.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA200 Default.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA200 Mirrored.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA200 Mirrored.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA290 Default.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA290 Default.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA290 Mirrored.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA290 Mirrored.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA70 Default.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA70 Default.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA70 Mirrored.lt2
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Light/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EE Space SA70 Mirrored.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet01 SA70.png
  - /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES
Planet01 SA70.pp2

/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet02 SA70.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet02 SA70.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet03 SA290.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet03 SA290.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet04 SA70.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet04 SA70.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet05 SA70.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet05 SA70.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet06 SA70.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet06 SA70.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet07 SA290.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet07 SA290.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet07B SA200.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet07B SA200.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet08 SA290.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet08 SA290.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet08B SA200.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet08B SA200.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet09 SA70.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet09 SA70.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet09B SA200.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet09B SA200.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet10 SA290.png
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet10 SA290.pp2
/RunTime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet11 Mars SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet11 Mars SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet12 Ven SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Default/EES Planet12 Ven SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet01 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet01 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet02 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet02 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet03 M SA290.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet03 M SA290.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet04 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet04 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet05 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet05 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet06 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet06 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet07 M SA290.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet07 M SA290.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet07B M SA200.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet07B M SA200.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet08 M SA290.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet08 M SA290.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet08B M SA200.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet08B M SA200.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet09 M SA70.png
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet09 M SA70.pp2
○ /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES
Planet09B M SA200.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet10 M SA290.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet10 M SA290.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet11 M Mars SA70.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet11 M Mars SA70.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet12 M Ven SA70.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Planets Mirrored/EES Planet12 M Ven SA70.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield01 Dense.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield01 Dense.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield02 Mid.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield02 Mid.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield03 Clusters.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield03 Clusters.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield04 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield04 Nebula.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield05 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield05 Nebula.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield06 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield06 Nebula.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield07 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield07 Nebula.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield08 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield08 Nebula.pp2
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield09 Nebula.png
- /Runtime/Libraries/Props/FM_EasyEnvironments/FMEE Space/EES Starfields/EES Starfield09 Nebula.pp2
Resolved Issues

- None

Known Issues

- None
Support

Visit our site for technical support questions or concerns.
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